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The Mono is available with a living roof to help our bio-diversity. The bee-friendly design receives 
excellent positive interest in the local community.

The Mono Haven is planted with low-maintenance sedum and wildflower mix which encourages 
pollination and is needed with so many species of bees, butterflies and other pollinating insects whose 
numbers have been in decline in recent years. The sedum is a mix of up to sixteen varieties, grown 
under the GRO code. We determine the optimum mix for your Mono Haven shelter with our supplier to 
select a mix that provides for local fauna with minimal maintenance. 

The Mono Haven supports biodiversity and also captures fine dust or pollutants from the air, stores 
rainwater and regulates temperature.  Adding plants in urban spaces has plenty of other benefits, 
including reducing noise pollution, reducing stress, beautifying the city, absorbing carbon, and 
improving air quality.

Sedum is very slow growing. The dense blend is planted in trays with a built-in water storage layer filled 
with expanding clay granules which trap water and allow for slow release in dry periods. Drainage holes 
allow excess water to escape. During heavy rain, this makes sure the sedum is not submerged in water 
and helps with storm water run-off by slowing the flow of water. 

The footprint for a 2 bay is 2498mm x 1375mm and a 3 bay is 3673mm x 1375mm

We can also retrospectively fit bee friendly living roof shelters to existing shelters.  When the whole 
shelter is refurbished, the change is dramatic.

 

Mono Haven
Bee friendly bus shelters

Contact Externiture on 01635 862100 or shelters@externiture.com for further information
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Sedum roof retrofitted to an Insignia shelterSedum - densely planted

A pocket of valuable biodiversity
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New City Centre green roof shelter

Retrospectively  fitted and refurbished green roof shelter
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Mono Haven 2 bay, densely planted with sedum and wildflower mix

3 bay green roof option


